All American Employee Awards
Customized Watches & Clocks

“Give the gift of time for the gift of time”

Recognition Awards, Motivation Rewards Programs and Gifts.
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Accutron Watches

Bulova Accutron

Caravelle Watches

Bulova Watches

Bulova Clocks
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Are you an executive in Human Resources, Procurement, Marketing or
Sales? If you are in the position of honoring or rewarding special employees,
we invite you to consider a Bulova timepiece made just for your occasion.
Occasions such as Employee Recognition, Incentive, Corporate Gifting,
Anniversary or your Safety Program merit a fine timepiece:

Bulova Case Engraving

Bulova Imprinted Watches

Bulova Plate Engraving

Bulova Wall Clocks

Bulova Silhouette Watches

Bulova Shelf Clocks

Whether you're looking for an employee recognition gift, retirement gift, employee
appreciation gift, honor award, or employee incentive gift program, let us assist
you in choosing just the right timepiece for your special occasion.
Bulova Corporation offers a complete range of Corporate Watches and Clocks for
Corporate Gifts and Employee Reward and Incentive Programs.
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Employee Recognition Gifts Priced below $50
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B8127
BELLMAN II. Wind Up Alarm
Clock. Silver finish metal case.
Luminous hour and minute hands.
30-hour key wind. Bell alarm. H: 7
inch W: 5 inch D: 2.25 inch

B8124
BELLMAN. Wind Up Alarm Clock.
Brass finish metal case.
Luminous hour and minute
hands. 30-hour key wind. Bell
alarm. H: 7 inch W: 5 inch D: 2.25
inch
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B1275
•FORTE II. Hinged
brushed aluminum
case. Holds a 3.5" x 5"
photograph. Protective
glass lens. Requires (1)
AA battery, not included.
•H: 6" W: 9" D: 1.25"
•H: 15cm W: 23cm D:
3cm
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B5010
Ebony Crystal. Contemporary
tabletop clock crafted of heavy
black glass with polished silver
bezel, glass lens, and glossy
ebony dial accented with
crystalline baguettes at each
hour position. Brushed silver
engraving plate included for
personalization (3" x .75" / 7.62
cm x 1.9 cm). Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.
•H: 6.25"W: 5.25" D: 1.5"

B5027
•LITE NIGHT. Metal
case, brushed silvertone finish. Ascending
volume electronic
beep alarm with top
shut-off and snooze
button. Two-tone
silver and black dial
with oversize
numerals, luminous
hands and markers.
Dial lights up at touch
of button. Shatterresistant protective
glass lens. Requires
(1) AA battery, not
included.
•Dia.: 3.75" D: 2"
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Employee Recognition Gifts Priced below $100
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44L234
Stylish and contemporary,
showcasing Roman numerals on a
silver-white dial. Gold-tone
stainless steel case with easy-towear dark brown croc-embossed
leather strap with buckle closure.
Water Resistance:0030M Case
Diameter:21mm

43M118
Timeless design, wear-with-everything
style. Complete with easy-to-read
numerals with 24-hour design and
three-hand date feature. Stainless steel
case and black leather buckle closure
strap are the finishing touches on this
classic watch. Water Resistance:0030M
Case Diameter: 30 mm

43M119

November 22

Timeless design, wear-with-everything
style. Complete with easy-to-read
numerals with 24-hour design and
three-hand date feature. Stainless steel
case and comfort-fit expansion bracelet
are the finishing touches on this classic
watch. Water Resistance:0030M Case
Diameter: 30 mm
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44M113
Timeless design, wear-with-everything style.
Complete with easy-to-read numerals with
24-hour design and three-hand date feature.
Gold-tone stainless steel case and comfortfit expansion bracelet are the finishing
touches on this classic watch. Water
Resistance:0030M Case Diameter:30mm

45L177
Everyday style that’s anything but
basic! Silver-white three-hand dial
paired with two-tone gold and
stainless comfort-fit expansion
bracelet. Water Resistance:0030M
Case Diameter:24mm

45M111
Complete with easy-to-read numerals
with 24-hour design and three-hand
date feature. Gold-tone accents on
stainless steel case and comfort-fit
expansion bracelet are the finishing
touches on this classic watch. Water
Resistance:0030M Case Diameter:
30 mm

45B147

November 22

Complete with easy-to-read bold 24hour design and three-hand date
feature on matte white dial. Gold-tone
accented stainless steel case and
comfort-fit expansion bracelet are the
finishing touches on this classic watch.
Water Resistance:0030M Case
Diameter: 40 mm
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45B147
Complete with easy-to-read bold 24-hour
design and three-hand date feature on matte
white dial. Gold-tone accented stainless
steel case and comfort-fit expansion bracelet
are the finishing touches on this classic
watch. Water Resistance:0030M Case
Diameter:40mm

44B117
Complete with easy-to-read bold
24-hour design and three-hand
date feature on matte white dial.
Gold-tone stainless steel case and
comfort-fit expansion bracelet are
the finishing touches on this classic
watch. Water Resistance:0030M
Case Diameter:40mm

43B153
Complete with easy-to-read bold
24-hour design and three-hand
date feature on matte white dial.
Stainless steel case and comfort-fit
expansion bracelet are the finishing
touches on this classic watch.
Water Resistance:0030M Case
Diameter: 40 mm

43B161
Three-hand date feature and easy-toread numerals with bold 24-hour design
on dark blue dial accented with metallic
indexes. Stainless steel case and
comfort-fit expansion bracelet. Water
Resistance:0030M Case Diameter: 40
mm
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B6123
Scottsdale
Hinged metal case in mirrorpolished rose gold-tone with
embossed faux wovenleather accents on inner
frames. Holds a 4" x 6"
photo. Protective glass
lenses. Quartz movement.
Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
•H: 9.25" W: 14.25" (open)
D: 2"
•H: 23.5cm W: 36.2cm
(open) D: 5cm

B7756
WILLITS TABLE CLOCK. From the Frank
Lloyd Wright Collection inch Solid wood base
and frame, light cherry finish. Mineral glass
panel. Clear protective lens. Adaptation of the
art glass living room windows in the Prairiestyle Ward W. Willits House, Highland Park,
Illinois, 1902-03. H: 7 inch W: 7.5 inch D: 2
inch
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B1702
The Signature. Sleek clock and pen desk-set
duo mounted on high-gloss black wooden base.
Brushed silver metal clock case is accented
with polished silver waterfall bezel. Black and
silver-tone metal dial with Arabic numerals and
quiet sweep (no ticking) second hand. Silvertone pen uses Cross-type refills. Protective
glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included. H: 5" W: 5.75" D: 1.5", H: 12.7cm W:
14.6cm D: 3.8cm. Oversize engravable plate
included: 3.5" X 1", 8.9cm X 2.54cm

C3333
EXHIBITION TYPEFACE WALL CLOCK
Frank Lloyd Wright Collection
Dimensional cast resin case. Antique
bronze metallic finish. Raised outer rim,
center ring and stylized numerals.
Adaptation of the Exhibition typeface
developed by Frank Lloyd Wright in the
1930's for use on exhibition drawings 12"
diameter, 1" deep

B1712
AWARD Presentation plaque design with
brown cherry finish and suspended thick
glass front. Clock can hang on wall or stand
on a desk. Silent-sweep (no ticking) second
hand and quartz movement. Requires (1) AA
battery, not included. Large engraving plate
(included) can be adhered to front on glass or
behind on wood.
Dimensions H: 6.75” W: 5.25” D: 1”
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B7750
GLASNER HOUSE. From the
Frank Lloyd Wright Collection
inch. Solid wood base, light
cherry stain. Mineral glass
panel. Clear protective lens.
Adapted from the art glass
window in the living room of
the W. A. Glasner House,
Glencoe, Illinois, circa 1905. H:
6.25 inch D: 2 inch

B7467
HARDWICK. Solid wood and
wood veneer case, walnut
finish. Decorative screened
glass. Brass-finish metal
pendulum. 3" x .5" engraving
plate included. H: 10" W: 7" D:
3.25"

B1234
WINFIELD Hinged wood
case, espresso brown
finish. Brushed pewter
finish aluminum inner
frame. 4" x 6"
photograph opening.
Protective glass lens. H:
9.5" W: 15" D: 1.75"
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B1254
CEREMONIAL.
Chrome finish metal
case. 5 inch x 7 inch
photograph opening.
Protective glass lens.
3.25 inch x .75 inch
engraving plate
included. H: 8.25 inch
W: 12.5 inch D: 1 inch

B2842
ACCOLADE. Mineral
glass case. Spun
aluminum recessed dial.
Spun aluminum bezel
with black recessed
hour markers.
Protective glass lens.
2.5 inch x 0.5 inch
engraving plate
included. H: 5.25 inch
W: 6 inch D: 1.75 inch.
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B1713
Enfield. Feel the heft of its cast base. Admire
the arch design with a genuine brown cherry
wood insert that frames the contemporary
look of its cream-color floating dial and black
hour markers. Protective glass lens. Quartz
movement. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
Dimensions H: 7.3” W: 5.5” D: 2”

C4810
Manager. Oversized wall clock with industrial look,
with clean brushed aluminum case, glass lens, and
silent quartz movement with a red smooth sweep
seconds hand. Bright white dial and clear numerals
permit easy reading from a distance, while the
digital feature displays month, date, day and room
temperature (F or C scale) readouts. Dia.: 14" D:
1.5"

B8818
Tristan I Stepped metal base, brass finish.
Polished metal dial with spun finish chapter
ring. Glass dome. Revolving pendulum. Oval
engraving plate included.
H: 9" Dia.: 6"
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B1703
CHERYL. Brasstone metal case. Metal
dial with gilt ring. 3.75 inch x .75 inch
brass engraving plate included. H: 5.5
inch W: 5.75 inch D: 2.5 inch

B1708
Forecaster. This compact, yet sophisticated,
powerhouse is loaded with features to anticipate your
every need: Functions as a dual-zone temperature
weather station with Fahrenheit or Celsius settings to
measure indoor and outdoor temperature and humidity
Its remote sensor accurately monitors outdoor weather
and forecasts general weather conditions. Displays
time in a choice of 12- or 24-hour format, and has dual
alarms with a selectable snooze feature up to 30
minutes in length Its day/date/month calendar feature
also tracks the lunar cycle and shows the current
phases of the moon. Faux-wood veneer case with
black accents stands on desktop or can easily mounted
to a wall Large accent brass plate is included that fits in
lower framed area, can be applied with or without
engraving for personalization. Requires (4) AA
batteries, 2 for clock and 2 for remote transmitter, not
included Large brass engravable accent plaque
included: 5” x 7.5”
Dimensions H: 7.5” W: 6.85” D: 3.15” (with stand)

B7450
EDINBRIDGE. Solid wood
hinged case, rustic walnut
finish. Antique metal
accents and handles.
Antique gold-tone bezel.
Protective glass lens. H:
3.75 inch W: 7.5 inch D:
7.5 inch (closed) H: 9 inch
(open)
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C3260
WHITTINGHAM.
Laminated antique dial.
Antique-style fruit
pattern. Dia.: 18 inch
D: 1.5 inch
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C4228
REEDHAM. Solid wood case,
walnut finish. Brushed
aluminum bezel. Protective
convex glass lens. Dia.: 14
inch D: 1.5 inch

B1709
Memories . A clock and Picture Frame that doubles as a photo
album. Holds 12 additional 4” x 6” photos behind a hidden magnetic
side door. Rectangular brushed gold-tone with contrasting black
accents frame the 4x6” picture frame on one side and the clock with
a white dial and stylized Arabic numerals on the other. Quartz
movement. Requires (1) AA battery, not included. Unique Gold-tone
engraving plate is shaped the same as the top of the case offering a
large area for engraving included: 5” x 2 ¾”.
Dimensions H: 7.5” W: 5.1” D: 3”

B1881
HOLYOKE. Solid
wood case, cherry
finish. Decorative
black accents.
Protective glass
lens. H: 7.5inch W:
10 inch D: 2.75 inch
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Employee Recognition Gifts Priced below $150
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B1700
GRAND PRIX.
Brasstone metal case.
Linen-textured twotone dial. 3.75 inch x
.75 inch brass
engraving plate
included. H: 7.75 inch
W: 8 inch D: 2.5 inch

44A118
Bulova Caravelle Watch, Retro
style with modern edge.
Stainless steel case with a
silver white dial and a touch of
rose gold-tone for extra flair.
Brown leather strap with
crocodile pattern. Domed
mineral crystal. Three-piece
wire closure.
Case Diameter: 39 mm
Case Thickness: 10.75 mm
Water Resistance: 50M
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B2662
ASHTON. Solid wood hinged case.
High gloss piano finish over
mahogany stain. Removable pocket
watch with engravable back and 12
inch chain. 2.5 inch round brass
engraving plate included. H: 2.75
inch W: 3.25 inch D: 3.25 inch
(open: 5 inch high) (pocket watch:
1.75 inch dia.)
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43A149
Bulova Caravelle Men’s Watch.
Go for maximum impact with
minimalist design. Dark blue
sunray dial accented with silvertone hands and hour markers.
Stainless steel case and mesh
bracelet with sliding clasp closure
and quick-release spring bar.
Case Diameter: 42 mm
Case Thickness: 8.1 mm
Water Resistance: 30M
3-year Limited Warranty

C4646
SILHOUETTE. Metal case, brushed
stainless steel finish. Flush mounted
glass dial. Chrome-finish glass
retainers. Dia.: 13" D: 1.5"

43M120
Bulova Caravelle Ladies Watch. From
the Perfectly Petite Collection, this
luminous stainless steel watch is
surrounded by 48 individually hand-set
crystals, featuring a patterned silverwhite dial, calendar, second hand, and
double-press fold-over clasp.
•Case Diameter: 28 mm
•Case Thickness: 8 mm
•Water Resistance: 30M
•3-year Limited Warranty
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44A114
Bulova Caravelle Men’s
Watch, Classic styles with
an updated look. Goldtone stainless steel case
with a cream colored
zoned dial with outer
starburst texture and goldtone hands and markers.
Gold-tone stainless steel
integrated tapered
bracelet with short
foldover closure.. Case
Diameter: 39 mm

44P102
From the Bulova Caravelle Ladies
Watch, Gold-tone stainless steel
case and integrated tapered
bracelet. Silver white zoned dial
with outer starburst texture
featuring three diamonds and goldtone hands. Short foldover clasp.
Case Diameter: 30 mm

43D106
Bulova Caravelle Men’s Watch,
Sleek and polished, with single
diamond at 12 o'clock and
minimalist-design hour markers on
matte black dial. Stainless steel
case and bracelet with doublepress fold-over closure.
Case Diameter: 40 mm

44B121

November 22

From the Bulova Caravelle
Watch, Sleek and streamlined in
stainless steel with gold finish,
serrated-edge bezel, black dial,
luminous hands, calendar,
second hand, and doublepusher deployment buckle. Case
Diameter: 41 mm
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44B121
Sleek and streamlined in
stainless steel with gold
finish, serrated-edge
bezel, black dial, luminous
hands, calendar, second
hand, and double-pusher
deployment buckle. Water
Resistance:0030M Case
Diameter: 41 mm

45B148
Elegant and perfectly refined
describe this graphic white dial,
three-hand gold-tone accented
stainless steel watch. Featuring a
textured bezel detail, date
magnifier and stainless steel
bracelet with gold-tone accents and
double-press fold-over closure.
Water Resistance:0030M Case
Diameter: 41 mm

43L203
Stylish and contemporary,
showcasing Roman numerals on
silver-white dial. Stainless steel
case and bracelet with doublepress buckle closure. Water
Resistance:0030M Case Diameter:
21 mm

45L167

November 22

Stylish and contemporary,
showcasing Roman numerals on
silver-white dial. Gold-tone
accented stainless steel case
and bracelet with double-press
buckle closure. Water
Resistance:0030M Case
Diameter: 21 mm
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B1864
Silver Streak
There’s a sculptural flair to this
contemporary tabletop design with
aged silver-tone metal case. Silentsweep (no ticking) second hand glides
smoothly around the hand-cut open
dial. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
•H: 16" W: 12" D: 2.63"
•H: 40.6cm W: 30.4cm D: 6.5cm

45B149
Bulova Caravelle Men’s watch Sleek and
streamlined in stainless steel with gunmetal
finish, gold-finish crown, grey sun-ray dial,
luminous hands, date feature, and double-press
fold-over clasp. Case Diameter: 41 mm
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44M114
Bulova Caravelle Ladies Watch. Perfectly
petite and romantic. In stainless steel with
rose-gold finish, the 48 individually hand-set
crystals with patterned rose-gold dial sets
the standard for an updated classic
look. Additional features include calendar,
second hand, and double-press fold-over
clasp. Case Diameter: 28 mm

43L202
Bulova Caravelle Ladies Watch. Stylish
and contemporary, showcasing Roman
numerals on a silver-white dial. Stainless
steel case with easy-to-wear black crocembossed leather strap with buckle
closure. Case Diameter: 21 mm Water
Resistance: 30M

43L209
Less is more with this gracefully
proportioned stainless steel case with
easy-to-read numerals on silver-white
sunray dial. Alternating polished and
brushed three-link stainless steel bracelet
with jewelers clasp closure. Case
Diameter: 24 mm Water Resistance: 30M

45L175
Less is more with this gracefully proportioned
rose gold-tone accented stainless steel case
with easy-to-read numerals on silver-white
sunray dial. Alternating polished and brushed
three-link stainless steel bracelet with rose
gold-tone accents and jewelers clasp closure.
Case Diameter: 24 mm Water Resistance: 30M
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45D107
Sleek and polished, with single
diamond at 12 o'clock and
minimalist-design hour
markers on matte black dial.
Gold-tone accented stainless
steel case and bracelet with
double-press fold-over closure.
Water Resistance:0030M
Case Diameter: 40mm

45D108
Sleek and polished, with single
diamond at 12 o'clock and
minimalist-design hour markers
on matte black dial. Black IP
stainless steel case and bracelet
with double-press fold-over
closure. Case Diameter: 40mm
Water Resistance: 30M
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Employee Recognition Gifts Priced below $180
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45L171
Bulova Caravelle
Ladies Watch.
Mesmerizing black
crystal dial in black IP
stainless steel with 60
individually hand-set
crystals on the bezel.
Also features second
hand, and doublepusher fold-over buckle.
Case Diameter: 38 mm

45A141
Bulova Caravelle Men’s
Watch. Refined yet
functional chronograph
watch with gunmetal IP
stainless steel case and
bracelet contrasting
against a grey dial.
Fold-over buckle
closure.Case Diameter:
41 mm

43L206
From the Bulova Caravelle Ladies Watch.
Mesmerizing crystal dial in stainless steel with
60 individually hand-set crystals on the bezel. Be
Also features second hand, and double-pusher
fold-over buckle. Case Diameter: 38 mm
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B1975
CHADBOURNE. Solid
wood and wood veneer
case, Old World walnut
finish. Brass finish metal
bezel. Two-tone metal
dial with raised 3dimensional numerals.
Dual chime movement
plays Westminster or
Whittington melody on
the quarter hour. Counts
the hour. Adjustable
volume control. Night
shut-off. Convex glass
lens. 2.5 inch x .5 inch
engraving plate included.
H: 8.25 inch W: 12.5 inch
D: 4.5 inch

B7466
DALTON. Solid
wood and wood
veneer case, walnut
finish. Polished
goldtone bezel.
Westminster melody
on the hour. Spun
gold?-finish
pendulum. Clear
protective lens. 2.5"
x .5" engraving plate
Included. H: 9.5" W:
6.25" D: 3.75"
$74.95
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43B171
Bulova Caravelle Men’s Watch.
Form and function, no
compromise needed. Stainless
steel case with a uni-directional
rotating bezel. Blue wave
inspired dial texture with
luminous hands and markers
with orange accents. Six-hand
chronograph movement.
Stainless steel bracelet with
short foldover closure.

43A145
Bulova Caravelle
Men’s Watch.
Modern yet highly
functional, this
chronograph
features stainless
steel case and
bracelet with rich
blue dial, luminous
markers and hands.
Fold-over buckle
closure. Case
Diameter: 44 mm
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44L253
An updated take on a modern favorite.
Gold-tone stainless steel bracelet and
new rectangular shaped case featuring
a crystal bezel. Added dimension with
an unexpected curved crystal.
Authentic black Austrian crystal dial for
added sparkle with contrasting color
hour markers. Short foldover clasp

45M113
Bulova Caravelle In stainless steel with
two-tone yellow-gold and silver finish,
patterned silver-white sunray dial,
calendar, and double-press fold-over
clasp.
Case Diameter: 28 mm
Case Thickness: 8.8 mm
Water Resistance: 30M
3-year Limited Warranty
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45B148
Bulova Caravelle Ladies Watch. Elegant
and perfectly refined describe this
graphic white dial, three-hand gold-tone
accented stainless steel watch.
Featuring a textured bezel detail, date
magnifier and stainless steel bracelet
with gold-tone accents and doublepress fold-over closure.
Case Diameter: 41 mm
Water Resistance: 30M

43L213
Bulova CaravelleLadies
Watch. Jewelry-inspired
design shimmers with 40
crystals on stainless steel
case with white mother-ofpearl dial. Ingenious
stainless steel braceletmeets-bangle style with
easy-to-adjust clasp
closure.
Case Diameter: 24mm
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C4813
Weather Master. Illuminated outdoor
wall clock with a two-step metal case in
oil rubbed bronze finish. The movement
is sealed with a gasket for protection
from outdoor elements. Arabic numerals
and instrument graphics are printed with
a light reflective ink, then covered with a
clear acrylic diffusing overlay.
Dia.: 18" D: 3.25"

C4822
Murray Hill. Aged
bronze-finish metal
case. Fitted six-piece
hardwood insert with
burnt hand-brushed
natural wood grain
finish accents. Aged
bronze metal pyramid
design hour markers.
Rose gold-tone mirror
insert. Dia.: 24" D: 1.5"

98T84
Bulova Watches - Bracelet - Bulova
Ladies Watch. White dial. Curved crystal
with metalized rim. Water resistant to 30
meters/100feet. Approximate case
diameter/width 23mm.

43P110

November 22

Sleek and polished, with single diamond at 12
o'clock and minimalist-design hour markers on
matte black dial and with metallized black finish
on bezel. Stainless steel case and bracelet with
double-press fold-over closure. Case
Diameter:30mm Water Resistance: 30M
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B1929
Annette II . Bent wood case,
walnut finish. Mirror polished
goldtone bezel. Metal dial
with gold metallic accents.
Westminster melody on the
hour. Clear protective lens.
H: 7" W: 14.25" D:3.75"

45B150
Bulova Caravelle Men’s Watch. High
performance chronograph in stainless
steel with black ion-plated finish
complete with multi-layer black dial,
luminous hands, calendar, small sweep,
and double-press fold-over clasp. Case
Diameter: 44 mm

C3383
AVENT. Wood case with
dual walnut and mahogany
finish. Off white dial with
stylized Arabic numerals.
Brushed aluminum
pendulum . Protective
convex glass lens. 2.5 x .5
inch engraving plate
included. H:23.5 inches
W:8.75 inches D: inches.
deep
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43L204
Add a sparkle to your style. 40 crystals embellish a
stainless steel case. Black mother-of-pearl dial and
stainless steel bracelet with jeweler’s clasp closure.
•Case Diameter: 18X24 mm
•Case Thickness: 7.5 mm
•Water Resistance: 30M
•3-year Limited Warranty

B7590
Belvedere.
Solid wood top
and base, high gloss piano finish
over mahogany stain. Silver
finish ribbed metal sides. Raised
chapter ring dial with open fret
spade hands. Includes clock,
thermometer with Fahrenheit
and Celsius scales, and
hygrometer. Protective glass
lens.
H: 8" W: 6.75" D: 2.5"
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C3543
ASHFORD. Solid wood and wood veneer case, Old
World walnut finish. Westminster melody on the
hour. Decorative screened glass. H: 25 inch W:
13.75 inch D: 5 inch

B1848
NORDALE. Solid wood case, walnut
finish. Screened glass panels. Two-tone
metal dial. Revolving pendulum. H: 11.5
inch W: 8.25 inch D: 5 inch

B1839
WILLITS MANTEL CLOCK. From the Frank
Lloyd Wright Collection inch. Solid wood case,
walnut finish. Geometric wood pendulum.
Adaptation of window from the Ward W. Willits
house, a circa 1902-1903 Prairie-style
masterpiece. H: 13 inch W: 8 inch D: 4 inch
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C4443
BARONET. Solid
wood case,
mahogany finish.
Westminster melody
on the hour.
Decorative screened
glass. H: 22.5 inch
W: 12.25 inch D: 4.75
inch
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C3542
CRANBROOK.
Solid wood and
wood veneer
case, Old World
walnut finish.
Decorative carved
accents. Metal
dial. Westminster
melody on the
hour. Decorative
screened glass. H:
19 inch W: 9 inch
D: 3.75 inch
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Employee Recognition Gifts Priced below $220
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B1909
ABBEVILLE Solid wood case,
antique wiped walnut finish.
Decorative carved wood
accents. Dual chime German
movement plays Westminster
or Ave Maria chimes on the
hour. Counts the hour. Night
shut-off. H: 13.25 inch W: 9.5
inch D: 4 inch

C3375
CIRRUS. Solid oak case,
California oak finish. Decorative
screened glass. Westminster
melody on the hour. H: 26 inch
W: 13.25 inch D: 4.75 inch
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43A151
Classic styles with an updated look. Stainless
steel case with a deep blue zoned dial with
outer starburst texture and chrome colored
hands and markers. Stainless steel integrated
tapered bracelet with short foldover closure.
Case Diameter:39mm
Water Resistance: 30M

96L285
Bulova Ladies Watch.
Stainless steel case and
bracelet with a silver
white dial featuring blue
hands and markers.
Domed mineral crystal.
Short fold over buckle
closure.
Case Diameter: 28 mm
Water Resistance: 30M

96B220
Bulova Watches - In stainless steel
with domed crystal, blue bi-level
sunray dial, calendar, second hand,
luminous hands and markers, screwback, and double-press fold-over
clasp. Case Diameter: 43 mm Case
Thickness: 10.9 mm Water
Resistance: 100M
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B7520
LARGO. Solid wood base, dark mahogany
finish. Chrome finish pivoting clock housing and
supports. Skeleton movement with seconds
sub-dial. Protective glass lens. H: 6 inch W: 7.5
inch D: 2.5 inch

B2258
WORLD TIME CLOCK. Wood case,
espresso brown satin finish. Polished
pewter-finish components, inlaid accents
and raised hour markers. H: 10" W:
7.75" D: 4.5"

B7651
HOLYOKE. Solid wood case, cherry
finish. Decorative black accents.
Protective glass lens. H: 7.5 inch W:
10 inch D:2.75 inch
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B1845
DURANT. Solid wood case, Old World walnut
finish. Decorative carved accents. Metal dial.
Decorative screened glass front and side
panels. Removable clear acrylic back panel.
Westminster melody on the hour. Revolving
pendulum. 2.5 inch x .5 inch engraving plate
included. H: 11.5 inch W: 8.25 inch D: 5 inch

B1987
BARDWELL. A rare blend of traditional
elegance and lasting enchantment,
Bulova's Rhapsody Collection combines
generations of design excellence with
today's most advanced musical
movement. Gracefully recalling centuries
of decorative mastery, with important
Louis XV, Georgian, Neoclassical and
Victorian touches evident in the fine
embellishment, beautifully curved molding
and delicate hands, these distinguished
timepieces are finished in rich, handrubbed antique mahogany or walnut. The
sophisticated musical function, complete
with a concealed light sensor for nighttime
quiet, volume control and manual switch,
heralds each hour with one of twelve
melodies. Shown here in antique walnut
with rotating pendulum H: 10.75 inch W:
9.5 inch
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96M146
Bulova Ladies Watches - From
the Classic Collection. New
American Clipper slim-profile style
in stainless steel case, white
mother-of-pearl dial with Roman
markers and date feature, flat
mineral glass, smooth grain dark
blue leather strap with three-piece
buckle closure, and water
resistance to 30 meters.
Case Diameter:32mm
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96B312
Silver tone stainless steel case and
black leather bracelet with three-piece
buckle closure. Silver white dial
featuring roman numeral markers and
date window. Watch features a flat
mineral crystal, quartz movement,
and water resistance to 30 meters.
Case Diameter:40mm

98A167
From the Bulova Men’s
new ultra-slim case in
stainless steel and grey
dial, flat mineral glass,
alligator grain black
leather strap with threepiece buckle closure.
Case Diameter: 40 mm
Case Thickness: 5.6 mm
Water Resistance: 30M
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B2023
VANTAGE. Solid wood base,
high gloss finish over black
stain. Chrome-finish metal
skeleton movement. Strikes the
hour. Glass inserts in front and
sides. Chrome-finish metal
accents. Hinged rear door. H:
10 inch W: 8 inch D: 4.25 inch

96B149
Bulova Men's Bracelet Watches.
Curved crystal. Black patterned
dial. Stainless steel case and
bracelet. Deployment buckle.
Water resistant to 30 meters/100
feet. Approximate case
diameter/width 40mm.

96B015
Bulova Bracelet Men's
Watches. Curved crystal.
Stainless steel. Fold-over
buckle. Water resistant to 30
meters. Approximate case
diameter/width 36mm.
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B1718
GENTRY. Solid wood top and
base, high gloss piano finish
over mahogany stain
Matte black sides
Polished chrome inlaid accents,
revolving pendulum and feet.
Spun aluminum dial with raised
chrome finish numerals on
black chapter ring.
Removable clear acrylic back
panel.
Protective curved glass lens.
3.75" x .75" engraving plate
included.

96B338
Stainless steel case and bracelet with a
blue dial featuring a calendar window at
the six o’clock postion. Domed mineral
crystal. Deployant buckle.
Case Diameter:40mm
Water Resistance: 30M
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96P172
In stainless steel, 12 diamonds individually
hand set on black mother-of-pearl dial,
domed mineral glass, metalized edge-toedge crystal, stainless steel bracelet with
deployment closure. Water resistant to 30
meters/100 feet. Approximate
diameter/width 26mm.

96C105

.

Bulova Watches - Bulova
Bracelet - Bulova Men's
Watches. Curved crystal.
Stainless steel case and
bracelet. Screw back.
Deployment buckle. Water
resistant to 30 meters.
Approximate case
diameter/width 38mm.

97B177
Bulova Men’s Watches. From the Classic
Collection. New American Clipper slim-profile
style in gold-tone stainless steel case, dark
blue dial with Roman markers and date
feature, flat mineral glass, smooth grain dark
brown leather strap with three-piece buckle
closure, and water resistance to 30 meters.
Case Diameter: 40 mm
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98P115
Bulova Watches - Bulova Diamond. Bulova
Ladies Watch. 4 diamonds individually hand-set.
Stainless steel case. Fold-over buckle. Water
resistant to 30 meters/100 feet. Approximate
case diameter/width 26 mm.

97C106
Bulova Watches - Gold-tone stainless
steel case with new three-hand day/date
feature, silver-white dial with gold-tone
hands and markers, domed mineral glass,
and croco-embossed brown leather strap
with three-piece buckle closure. Resistant
to 30m. Approximate diameter/width
43mm.
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97P142
Bulova Ladies Diamond Watches - Tank
style with stainless steel rose gold tone
case and bangle with a white mother of
pearl dial set with three diamonds.
Watches features a flat mineral crystal,
quartz movement, and water resistance
to 30 meters. Case Diameter:18mm

96A223
In 1927, Wright designed a
series of twelve monthly
covers based on seasonal
themes for Liberty
magazine. Each design is
an example of Wright's
practice using the tools of
his trade. This design is a
detail from the drawing,
December Gifts, depicting
festive holiday gifts with
ribbon and bows
abstracted to striking
geometric shapes. Water
resistant to 30 meters.
Case Diameter:35mm

96A169
Bulova Men’s Watches - From the
Classic collection. In stainless
steel with blue dial, curved mineral
glass, and deployment closure.
Crystal: mineral
Case Diameter: 35x45 mm
Water Resistance: 30M
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96L170
Bulova Ladies Watch.
Swarovski crystal accents on
the dial, bezel and bracelet .
Black dial with silver-tone
hands. Stainless steel case
and bracelet. Curved crystal .
Water resistant to 30 meters
(100 feet). Approximate case
diameter/width 25mm.

96B261
Bulova Men's Watches. Stainless steel case
and bracelet with double-press deployant
closure, gunmetal dial, three-hand calendar,
flat mineral glass. Case Diameter: 40 mm.
Water Resistance: 30M.

96L286
The dial design, #106, relates to a fabric
pattern developed by Frank Lloyd Wright
in a series of colors. This watch has an
elongated stainless steel tank shaped
curved case. The bracelet, features a
complimentary and flexible pattern for
elegant wear. The light gray dial features
raised hour markers which add
dimension to the dial. Watch features a
curved mineral crystal, foldover buckle
with double press release, and water
resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:24.6mm

96C125

Bulova Men's Watches.
Stainless steel case with new
three-hand day/date feature,
deep blue dial with silver-tone
hands and markers, domed
crystal, and stainless steel
bracelet with short fold-over
double-push closure. Water
resistant 30 meters.
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C4331
HARTWICK. Solid wood case, Old World
walnut finish. Angled comers with fluted
pilasters and decorative carved accents. Twotone metal dial. Triple-chime movement plays
choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam
melody on the quarter hour. Counts the hour.
Volume control. Night shut-off. Desorative
screened curved glass lens. H: 29.75" W: 14" D:
5.5

C3381
TATIANNA. Solid wood case, dark
mahogany finish. Hinged front door.
Westminster melody on the hour.
Decorative weights. H: 40 inch W: 14 inch
D: 5.75 inch
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96L275
Inspired by Bulova heritage
timepieces, the stainless steel
Regatta features slim Roman
numeral markers on a white dial,
the crown at the 2 o’clock position,
and unique angled lugs. Flat
sapphire crystal, slim quartz
movement, and water resistance to
30 meters. Case Diameter:30mm

97A153
Inspired by Bulova heritage
timepieces, the stainless
steel Regatta features slim
Roman numeral markers
on a white dial, the crown
at the 2 o’clock position,
and unique angled lugs
and. Flat sapphire crystal,
slim quartz movement, and
water resistance to 30.
Case Diameter:38mm
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98P177
Silver tone stainless steel case with
edge to edge blue faceted
metalizing mineral crystal and gold
tone crown. Blue dial with three
diamonds set on dial and water
resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:20.5mm

98D154
Silver tone stainless steel
case with edge to edge
blue faceted metalizing
mineral crystal and gold
tone crown. Blue dial with
three diamonds set on dial
and water resistance to 30.
Case Diameter:38mm
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97P140
Gold tone stainless steel case with
edge to edge faceted metalizing
mineral crystal and gold tone crown.
Champagne dial with three
diamonds set on dial and water
resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:20.5mm

97D120
Introducing a new tank
style. Gold tone stainless
steel case with edge to
edge faceted metalizing
mineral crystal.
Champagne dial with three
diamonds set on dial and
water resistance to 30.
Case Diameter:30.75mm
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96D145
Bulova Watches - Silver tone stainless
steel case with edge to edge black
faceted metalizing mineral crystal.
Black dial with three diamonds set on
dial. Water resistance to 30 meters.
Case Diameter:30.5mm

98L277
Bulova Ladies Watches -Twotone stainless steel case and
bracelet with a silver white dial
featuring gold-tone hands and
markers. Domed mineral
crystal. Short fold over buckle
closure. Water Resistance:30M
Case Diameter:28mm

98P157
Bulova Ladies Watches - In
stainless steel and gold-tone, 12
diamonds individually hand set
on blue mother-of-pearl dial,
domed mineral glass, metalized
edge-to-edge crystal, stainless
steel and rose gold-tone
bracelet with deployant closure.
Case Diameter: 26 mm
Water Resistance: 30M
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98C127
From the Classic Collection Two-tone
gold stainless steel case with new
three-hand day/date feature, silverwhite dial with gold-tone hands and
markers, domed mineral glass, and
gold-tone and stainless steel bracelet
with short fold-over double-push
closure. Water resistance to 30
meters. Case Diameter:39mm

96B338
Stainless steel case
and bracelet with a
blue dial featuring a
calendar window at the
six o’clock postion.
Domed mineral crystal.
Deployant buckle.
Water Resistance:30M
Case Diameter:40mm

97P151

November 22

Rose gold-tone stainless steel
case and bracelet with a rose
gold dial featuring three
diamonds set on the dial and
rose gold-tone hands and
markers. Domed mineral
crystal. Short fold over buckle
closure. Case Diameter: 28mm
Water Resistance: 30M
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96A233
Inspired by Bulova heritage
timepieces, the silver tone stainless
steel Regatta features slim Roman
numeral markers on a blue dial, the
crown at the 2 o’clock position, and
unique angled lugs. Flat sapphire
crystal, slim quartz movement, and
water resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:30.5mm

97P156
The classic Surveyor line from
Bulova has been updated with
a Dress Sport ladies watch.
This rose-gold watch has a
stainless steel case and
bracelet with an elegant flair.
The sunray grey dial is hand
set with 11 diamonds for both
the look and feel of a luxury
watch. This quality timepiece is
well-made and beautifully
detailed, making it an elegant
addition to any collection.
Water Resistance:30M Case
Diameter:31mm

96E117
Silver tone stainless steel case
with edge to edge black domed
metalized crystal. Black dial
featuring four diamonds flush
set on the crystal. Water
resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter: 26mm
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B2025
WENTWORTH. Solid wood
case, high gloss black and
mahogany finish: polished
chrome inlaid accents and
feet. Chrome-finish metal
skeleton movement with
pendulum. Protective curved
glass lens. 2.5" x .5"
engraving plate included. H:
12" W: 8".0: 4"

B2026
VALERIA. Solid wood
case, high gloss finish
over burl veneer and
walnut stain. Contrasting
matte black split columns.
Polished gold-tone inlaid
accents, feet and capitals.
Gold-finish metal skeleton
movement with pendulum.
Glass inserts in front and
sides. 2.5 inch x .5 inch
engraving plate included.
H: 14 inch W: 9.75 inch 0:
4.75 inch.
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96R231
Bulova Ladies Watch. Silver tone stainless steel
case with edge to edge black domed metalized
crystal. Black mother of pearl dial featuring four
diamonds flush set on the crystal and rose gold
tone accents and water resistance to 30 meters.
Case Diameter: 32 mm

97P150
Bulova Ladies Watches Gold-tone stainless steel
case and bracelet with a
silver white dial featuring
three diamonds set on the
dial and gold-tone hands
and markers. Domed
mineral crystal. Short fold
over buckle closure. Water
Resistance:30M Case
Diameter:28mm

96P202
Bulova Ladies Watches - Silver tone stainless
steel case with edge to edge black faceted
metalizing mineral crystal. Black dial with three
diamonds set on dial and water resistance to 30
meters. Case Diameter: 20 mm
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98C121
Bulova Multifunction design in stainless steel
with black ion-plated finish, patterned black dial,
day, date and 24-hour sub-dials, screw-back
case, and double-press fold-over clasp with
safety lock. Water resistant to 30 meters
Approximate case diameter/width 43mm .

98C123
Bulova Men's Watches. In
stainless steel with silver-tone
and gold-tone finish, blue dial,
curved mineral glass, six hand
multi feature movement, and
deployant closure.
Case Diameter: 40 mm
Water Resistance: 30M

98D130
Bulova Men’s Watches - New 8-diamond blue
dial, stainless steel and gold-tone accents on
case and bracelet with double-press deployant
closure, three-hand calendar, flat mineral glass.
and water resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter: 40 mm
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C4821
Gabriel. Oversized metal case,
rustic brown finish. Gallery clock with
large Arabic numerals. Clock ships
disassembled in four pieces. Easy
assembly requires only 4 screws and
4 cap nuts included. Lightweight
channel construction makes it easy
to hang.
Dia.: 45" D: 1"

97D116
Bulova Men’s Watch In
black IP and gold-tone
stainless steel with three
diamonds on black dial,
three-hand date feature,
metalized edge-to-edge
curved crystal, screwback case, gold-tone
stainless steel bracelet
with deployant closure,
and water resistance to 30
meters. Case Diameter:
42 mm.

97D115

November 22

Bulova Men’s Watch In gold-tone
stainless steel with three
diamonds on champagne dial,
three-hand date feature,
metalized edge-to-edge curved
crystal, screw-back case, goldtone stainless steel bracelet with
deployment closure, and water
resistance to 30 meters.. Case
Diameter: 42 mm Case
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98P202
Inspired by Bulova heritage
timepieces, the petite two-tone
stainless steel Regatta features
a lustrous white mother-of-pearl
dial set with 11 diamonds.
Signature Regatta design
details feature the crown at the
2 o’clock position and distinct
angled lugs. Flat sapphire
crystal, slim quartz movement,
and water resistance to 30
meters. Case Diameter:24mm

98C124
Bulova Men’s Watches Black IP stainless steel
case and black dial with
day/date/24-hour
feature, domed mineral
glass, metalized edgeto-edge crystal, screwback case, black and
gold-tone bracelet with
deployant closure..
Water resistant to 30
meters. Approximate
case diameter/width
45mm.

98L263
Bulova Crystal Ladies Watches
New slim and sleek style
embellished with 440 crystals.
Gold and silver-tone stainless
steel case and bracelet and
clear pave dial. Watch features
a flat mineral crystal, quartz
movement, and water
resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:32mm
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98D144
In black IP stainless steel with
three diamonds on black dial,
three-hand date feature,
metalized edge-to-edge
curved crystal, screw-back
case, black IP stainless steel
bracelet with deployment
closure and water resistance
to 30 meters. Approximate
case diameter/width 42mm.

96P221
Inspired by Bulova heritage
timepieces, the petite stainless
steel Regatta features a lustrous
black mother-of-pearl dial set with
11 diamonds. Signature Regatta
design details feature the crown
at the 2 o’clock position and
distinct angled lugs. Flat sapphire
crystal, slim quartz movement,
and water resistance to 30
meters. Case Diameter:24mm

97B169
Bulova Men’s From the Classic Collection.
Wilton style with six-hand chronograph
function. Gold-tone stainless steel case with
applied Roman markers, tachymeter and
calendar feature on white textured dial,
domed mineral glass, croco-embossed brown
leather strap with double-press deployment
closure, and water resistance to 30 meters.
Approximate case diameter/width 46mm.
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98P184
Slim stainless steel and gold-tone
case, lustrous white mother-ofpearl three-hand dial with 8
diamonds, domed sapphire
crystal, stainless steel and goldtone bracelet with push-button
deployant clasp, quartz
movement, and water resistance
to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:32.5mm

97C111
Rose gold-tone stainless steel
screw-back case with black
metalized crystal and a rose goldtone crown. Black six-hand multifunction dial with day, date. and 24hour features and rose gold-tone
accents with a red second hand,
domed mineral crystal, black
silicone strap and three-piece
buckle closure and water resistance
to 30 meters. Approximate case
diameter/width 41mm.

97P132
In rose gold-tone stainless steel
and 11 diamonds individually
hand set on rose-gold mother-ofpearl dial, metalized edge-toedge domed mineral crystal,
screw-back case, rose gold-tone
stainless bracelet with doublepress deployment closure and
water resistance to 30 meters.
Case Diameter:30mm
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97L161
Inspired by Bulova heritage
timepieces, the gold-tone
stainless steel Regatta features
slim Roman numeral markers on
a white dial, the crown at the 2
o’clock position, and unique
angled lugs. Flat sapphire crystal,
slim quartz movement, and water
resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:30mm

97A153
Inspired by Bulova heritage
timepieces, the gold-tone
stainless steel Regatta
features slim Roman numeral
markers on a white dial, the
crown at the 2 o’clock
position, and unique angled
lugs and. Flat sapphire
crystal, slim quartz
movement, and water
resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:38mm
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98B104
Bulova Marine Star Watch.
(Men’s) Chronograph.
Luminous hands. Stainless
steel case. Screw back. Water
resistant to 100 meters/330
feet. Approximate case
diameter/width 44mm.

96B272
From the Marine Star Collection.
New six-hand chronograph
movement with 200-meter water
resistance. In stainless steel with
black glass insert on ratcheted
rotating bezel, black dial with
luminous hands and markers, and
calendar feature, domed mineral
crystal, screw-back case, stainless
steel bracelet with fold-over buckle
closure, safety bar and extender.
Water resistant to 100 meters.
Approximate case diameter/width
45mm.
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96B256
Bulova Marine Star Men’s
Watch. Six hand calendar
chronograph in stainless steel
with silver-tone finish and blue
dial, flat mineral glass, screwback case, and fold-over
closure with pushers, safety
bar and extender. Water
resistant to 100 meters/330.
Approximate case
diameter/width 43mm.

96L243
From the Ladies’ Bulova
Crystals Collection. New
slim dress styling in
stainless steel
embellished with 440
Swarovski® Crystals on
bracelet, bezel and fullpavé dial, deployant
closure, and water
resistance to 30 meters..
Approximate case
diameter/width 32mm.
Water Resistance: 30M.

98D165
Two-tone stainless steel case
and bracelet with a black dial
featuring eight diamonds set
on the dial and gold-tone
hands, and a calendar
window at the 6 o’clock
position. Domed mineral
crystal. Deployant buckle and
water resistance to 30 meters.
Approximate case
diameter/width 40mm.
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96L293
Case Diameter:30mm

Distinctive asymmetrical
tonneau shaped stainless steel
case with a blue signature
Futuro edge to edge curved
metalized crystal features a
blue dial and a stainless steel
bracelet. The watch features a
three-hand quartz movement,
deployant buckle with pushers,
and water resistance to 30
meters.

96A258
Case Diameter:40mm

98R273
Case Diameter:32mm

Silver tone stainless steel
case with edge to edge blue
domed metalized crystal and
gold tone crown. Blue dial
featuring four diamonds flush
set on the crystal and water
resistance to 30 meters.

98E117
Case Diameter:43mm
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97D123
Gold-tone stainless steel case and
bracelet with a champagne dial
featuring eight diamonds set on the
dial and gold-tone hands and
markers, and a calendar window at
the six o’clock position. Domed
mineral crystal. Deployant buckle.
Water Resistance:30M Case
Diameter:40mm

97B168
From the Marine Star Collection.
Six-hand chronograph function with
calendar, gold-tone stainless steel
case with rotating dial ring to
measure elapsed time, blue dial
with gold-tone accents, flat mineral
glass, screw-back case, blue
leather and silicone strap with red
stitch detail and three-piece buckle
closure, and water resistance to
100 meters. Case Diameter:43mm
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C4419
Bulova Clock. MANORCOURT. From the Manor
Collection. Wood case, golden oak finish. Brass
finish metal dial and pendulum.
Westminster/Whittington dual chime movement.
Counts the hour. Adjustable volume control.
Night shut-off. Decorative screened glass. H:
24.25 inch W: 11.25 inch D: 4.75 inch

B1534
Empire Anniversary Clock. Elegant
contemporary styled clock. The dark
Espresso finish truly accentuates the silver
clock face and pendulum. The beveled
glass on the front and the leaded glass
effect on the sides allow light to shine in on
the rotating pendulum which sparkles with
8 faceted crystals. The face of the clock
has Arabic numbers and spade style
hands. Included is a silver engraving plate
that you can personalize to celebrate any
occasion. This clock has a accurate quartz
non-chiming movement that operates on 2
"AA" batteries (not included).
Dimensions H: 11.5" x W: 9" x D: 5.5"
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98B278
From the Bulova Marine Star Men’s
Watches Collection. Six hand chronograph
with calendar in black IP and gold-tone
stainless steel with black dial, flat mineral
glass, screw-back case, black silicon strap
with 3-piece buckle closure. Case
Diameter: 44 mm. Water Resistance:
100M.

96B235
From the Bulova Crystal
Men’s Watches collection. In
stainless steel with 447
Crystals from Swarovski on
full pave dial, flat mineral
glass, three-hand calendar,
and deployant closure..
Case Diameter: 42 mm.
Water Resistance: 30M.

98B174
Bulova Men’s Crystal Watch In stainless steel with gold
finish, 210 individually hand-set Swarovski crystals on
case, bracelet and champagne sunray dial, luminous
hands, calendar, second hand, screw-back case, and
deployant closure. Case Diameter: 42 mm. Water
Resistance: 30M.
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98P172
From the Ladies Marine Star Collection.
White ceramic case with stainless steel
accents and five diamonds individually
hand set on silver-white dial, mother-ofpearl inner dial, date feature, sapphire
glass, screw-back case, white ceramic
bracelet with stainless steel accents and
double-press deployant closure, and water
resistance to 100 meters. Case Diameter:
37 mm.

98P174
From the Rubaiyat Collection.
Legendary heritage reinvented
in rose gold-tone and stainless
steel case with synthetic blue
spinel cabochon crown at 12
o’clock position and eight
diamonds individually hand set
on textured rose-gold dial,
curved sapphire crystal, twotone rose gold and stainless
steel bracelet with doublepress deployant closure, iconic
dye struck “Goddess of Time”
dimensional case back and
water resistance to 30 meters.
Case Diameter: 35 mm

98R234
From the Ladies Marine Star collection. New Marine
Star in stainless steel case with 23 diamonds
individually hand set on rose gold-tone accented bezel
and dial, white mother-of-pearl inner dial, sapphire
glass, screw-back case, rose gold-tone and stainless
steel bracelet with double-press deployant closure,
and water resistance to 100 meters. Case Diameter:
32 mm.
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98C126
From the Men's Crystal Collection. Goldtone stainless steel case embellished with
308 crystals on bezel, bracelet and pave
dial, multifunction movement, gold-tone
stainless bracelet with deployment closure,
and water resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:41.7mm

98A229
New slim and sleek
style embellished with
636 crystals. Gold
and silver tone
stainless steel case
and bracelet and
clear pave dial. Watch
features a flat mineral
crystal, quartz
movement, and water
resistance to 30
meters. Case
Diameter:40mm

98B301
From the Marine Star Collection New six-hand
chronograph movement with 200-meter water
resistance. In stainless steel with rose gold-tone
accents and blue glass insert on ratcheted rotating
bezel, blue dial with luminous hands and markers, and
calendar feature, domed mineral crystal, screw-back
case, stainless steel and rose-gold tone bracelet with
fold-over buckle closure, safety bar and extender.
Case Diameter:45mm
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96C134
Multi-function dress watch boldly
embellished with 300 crystals on the
stainless steel case and bracelet, and the
pave set six-hand silver white dial. Flat
mineral crystal, deployant closure, quartz
movement, and water resistance to 30
meters. Case Diameter:41.5mm

96R228
Slim stainless steel
case set with 16
diamonds, lustrous
white mother-of-pearl
three-hand dial with 3
diamonds, domed
sapphire crystal,
stainless steel
bracelet with pushbutton deployant
clasp, quartz
movement, and water
resistance to 30
meters. Case
Diameter:32.5mm

97D108
From the Diamonds Collection. New 8-diamond black
dial, gold-tone stainless steel case and bracelet with
double-press deployment closure, three-hand
calendar, and flat mineral glass. Water
Resistance:30M Case Diameter:40mm
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97P149
Inspired by Bulova heritage timepieces, the
gold-tone stainless steel Regatta features a
white mother-of-pearl dial set with 11
diamonds, the crown at the 2 o’clock
position, and unique angled lugs. Flat
sapphire crystal, slim quartz movement,
and water resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:30mm

97A164
Distinctive asymmetrical
tonneau shaped gold-tone
stainless steel case with a
black signature Futuro edge
to edge curved metalized
crystal features a black dial
with gold-tone accents, and
a gold-tone stainless steel
bracelet. The watch
features a three-hand
quartz movement,
deployant buckle with
pushers, and water
resistance to 30 meters.
Case Diameter:40mm

97L164
Distinctive asymmetrical tonneau shaped gold-tone
stainless steel case with a black signature Futuro edge
to edge curved metalized crystal features a black dial
with gold-tone accents, and a gold-tone stainless steel
bracelet. The watch features a three-hand quartz
movement, deployant buckle with pushers, and water
resistance to 30 meters. Case Diameter:30mm
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Employee Recognition Gifts Priced below $950
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98R241
Bulova Ladies Watch From the Rubaiyat
Collection. Legendary heritage reinvented in
rose gold-tone stainless steel case with
synthetic blue spinel cabochon crown at 12
o'clock position and 36 diamonds individually
hand set on case and textured silver-white
dial, double curved sapphire crystal, white
leather strap lined in soft pink with doublepress deployment closure, iconic dye struck
"Goddess of Time"•dimensional case back,
and water resistance to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:35mm

96R236
Bulova Ladies Watches Inspired by a heritage Bulova
ladies’ watch, the Rhapsody is
distinguished by fluidly feminine
lines, round cases, and sleek
bracelets. Stainless steel case
with 52 diamonds (0.25 CTW)
set on the case and silver white
textured dial. Silver leather
double wrap strap with lizard
grain texture, buckle closure, flat
mineral crystal, water resistance
to 30 meters. Case
Diameter:30mm

98K109
Bulova Men’s Watch. Watch features a black
stainless steel case and bracelet featuring 164
brilliant Swarovski® Crystals around the case,
bracelet, and on the black dial. Flat mineral
crystal, three-hand quartz movement, deployant
buckle with pushers, and water resistance to 50
meters. The black ID bracelet also features 82
Swarovski® Crystals. Case Diameter: 42 mm
Case Thickness: 10.5 mm Water Resistance: 50M
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98B228
From the Bulova Men’s
Precisionist Collection with
precise timing to 1/1000th of a
second and continuous-sweep
second hand, the Precisionist
Chronograph is particularly
refined. In stainless steel with
gold and silver ion-plated finish,
black multi-level carbon fiber dial,
luminous hour and minute hands,
luminous markers, calendar,
screw-back case, screw-down
crown, and double-press foldover clasp with safety lock. and
water resistance to 300 meters.
Case Diameter: 46.5 mm

98B229
From the Bulova Men’s Precisionist
Collection with precise timing to
1/1000th of a second and
continuous-sweep second hand,
the Precisionist Chronograph is
particularly refined. In stainless
steel with gunmetal grey ion-plated
finish, black multi-level carbon fiber
dial, luminous hour and minute
hands, luminous markers, calendar,
screw-back case, screw-down
crown, and double-press fold-over
clasp with safety lock.. Water
Resistance: 300M. Case Diameter:
46.5 mm
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96B349
Precisionist with its proprietary high
performance movement and
continuous-sweep second hand, It
features a silver-tone stainless steel
case, paired with a blue dial and silvertone stainless steel bracelet. In
addition, it features a calendar and
twelve-hour chronograph with precise
timing to 1/1000th of a second and
continuous-sweep second hand for a
perfect pairing of form and function.
Luxury, performance, and history —
the Precisionist is a perfect union of
innovative technology and design – a
discerning timepiece for the ages.
Water Resistance:300M Case
Diameter:44.5mm

98B358
Precisionist with its proprietary high
performance movement and
continuous-sweep second hand, It
features a silver-tone stainless steel
case, paired with a blue dial and silvertone stainless steel bracelet. In
addition, it features a calendar and
twelve-hour chronograph with precise
timing to 1/1000th of a second and
continuous-sweep second hand for a
perfect pairing of form and function.
Luxury, performance, and history — the
Precisionist is a perfect union of
innovative technology and design – a
discerning timepiece for the ages.
Water Resistance:300M Case
Diameter:44.5mm
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96B251
Bulova made space history on August 2, 1971-during the Apollo 15 mission, a moon pilot
chronograph, customized for lunar conditions by
Bulova engineers, was worn on the moon. Now
Bulova makes history again with the special
edition Lunar Pilot Chronograph, updated with
our exclusive high performance quartz
movement with a frequency of 262 kHz for
unparalleled accuracy, continuing a history of
precision timing. Features include superluminous hands and markers, anti-reflective
sapphire glass, tachymeter and calendar all
housed in a solid 316L surgical-grade stainless
steel case in silver-tone with black dial. Two
interchangeable straps are included -- one a
textured black leather; the other, a black nylon
with a nubuck leather patch that commemorates
the date of mission (DOM) as 08021971. Giftbox presentation includes a Certificate of
Authenticity. Water Resistance:50M Case
Diameter:45mm

98B323
Dress watch opulently embellished
with 582 crystals on the cushionshaped stainless steel and gold-tone
case and bracelet, and round pave
set three-hand silver white dial with
date feature. Curved mineral crystal,
deployant closure, quartz
movement, and water resistance to
30 meters. Case Diameter:40mm
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Customized Watches & Clocks

Your timepiece can be customized through engraving, etching or silk screening with your
company's corporate logo or message. We can emboss on either the face of a timepiece,
the back of a watch case or on a solid brass plate on a variety of award clocks.
• 'Silhouette' Custom Etched Dials - Minimum order of 25 clocks or watches.
Lead time is approximately six weeks after approval of art work.
• Custom Dial Printing - All Styles: Minimum order of 12 units of the same model
(men's and ladies' cannot be combined).
Reorder - Minimum 6 pieces of the same model.
• Lead Time - Approximately 4-6 weeks after approval of art work. Allow one extra
week if engraving is required.
• Cost per dial:•
•
•
•
•
•

One color $8.75
Two colors $10.00
Three colors $12.25
Each additional color - $3.75
Sample set up cost is $156.25
Paper proof - $10.00.

• Engraving:• Machine Engraving - $0.45 / character.
• Initials only = $0.65 / letter.
• Logo engraving set up - $62.50. Unit cost based on laser engraving
running time.
• Paper proof - $10.00.
No minimum order required. Please allow 4 weeks for delivery.
Timing and Delivery - Delivery of etched dial logo is within 4-6 weeks and silk screened
dial logo watches within 6-8 weeks upon your approval of the artwork. Please allow an
additional week if engraving is also required. Laser engraved logo case watches are
delivered within 3-4 weeks.
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Customized Watches and Clocks
Your timepiece can be customized through engraving, etching or silk screening
with your company's corporate logo or message. We can emboss on either the
face of a timepiece, the back of a watch case or on a solid brass plate on a variety
of award clocks. A unique way to commemorate an important milestone,
acknowledge exceptional performance or provide an incentive for continued
achievement.

Silhouette Dials
12E08

98A49
96B21

42A57

Your logo or design on a silhouette dial of the watch of your choice.
41B12

15B08

97B40

15A04
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Imprinted Watches
Your logo or design imprinted on the dial of the watch of your choice.

96B106

15A05

97C48

98A49

Engraving
Your personal message or logo can be engraved on the backs of watch cases.

28B59
16B06
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Engraved Clocks
Your personal message or logo can be
engraved on solid brass plates on a
variety of award clocks.
B2880
Bulova CAMBERLEY Clock.
Mineral glass case, chrome metal
supports. Clock; thermometer with
Fahrenheit and Centigrade. Silvertone bezel. Beep alarm. 3.5 inch x
.75 inch chrome engraving plate
included. H: 5.5 inch W: 8.5 inch D:
1.25 inch.

B2835

Bulova WESTON Clock . Solid
wood base, mahogany finish.
Glass panel with beveled top.
Clock; thermometer with
Fahrenheit and Centigrade;
hygrometer. Polished gold-tone
bezels. 8 inch x 1 inch engraving
plate included. H: 4.75 inch W: 10
inch D: 2 inch.

B1703

Bulova CHERYL Clock. Brass-tone
metal case. Metal dial with gilt ring.
3.75 inch x .75 inch brass engraving
plate included. H: 5.5 inch W: 5.75 inch
D: 2.5 inch.
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B1287

Bulova TURIN Clock. Hinged case with genuine leather panels and brushed aluminum accents. 2 inch x 3 inch
photograph opening. Protective glass lens. Includes folding frame with three 2 inch x 3 inch photograph
openings. Clock: H: 4 inch W: 6 inch D: 1.25 inch Frame: H: 4 inch W: 10.75 inch D: .75 inch.

Silk-Screened Clocks
Your message or logo can be silk-screened on selected
clocks. In addition, your personal message can be
engraved on solid brass plates on a variety of award
clocks.
B2662
Bulova Ashton Clock. Solid wood hinged
case. High gloss piano finish over
mahogany stain. Removable pocket
watch with engravable back and 12 inch
chain. 2.5 inch round brass engraving
plate included. H: 2.75 inch W: 3.25 inch
D: 3.25 inch (open: 5 inch high) (pocket
watch: 1.75 inch dia.).

B7910

B6943
Bulova Avant II Clock. Titanium-toned folding
case. Month, date and dual time readout.
Electroluminescent blue-glow lighted dial display.
Hinged top. Beep alarm. Snooze function. H: 2.75
inch W: 4 inch D: 3 inch (open) H: .75 inch W: 4
inch D: 3 inch (closed).

Bulova QUARTERMASTER Clock. Solid wood
chest, mahogany finish. Polished brass case.
Maritime dial. Beep alarm. 1.75 inch x .5 inch
brass engraving plate included. H: 4 inch W:
6.75 inch D: 3.5 inch (open: 8.5 inch high)
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Engraving Plates

PD1287 1.5” x 0.5” $2.00

PD125 3” round $4.00

PD110 2.5” x 0.5” $2.50

PD120 3.25” x 0.75” $5.00
PD117 2” round $2.00

PD111 1.25” x 0.5” $7.00
PD100 4.75” x 1.5” $5.00

PD108 3.25” x 0.75” $5.00

PD109 2.5” x 0.5” $3.50

PD104 3.25” x 1.25” $3.50

PD107 3.5” x 1.0” $8.00

November 22 PD121 5.25” x 1.0” $4.00
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HOW TO GET STARTED

https://www.storesonline.com/site/626102/form/192190

Fax to:- 203 372 0889

Click link above to complete and submit online

My name: ________________________________________
My title: __________________________________________
I prefer to be contacted by:
Email: _________________________________________________
Fax: ________________________

Phone: ________________________

When should we call? _________________
Call me in my time zone, which is:
Eastern Time (ET) ---Mountain Time (MT) ----

Central Standard Time (CST)
Pacific Time (PT)

-------

What are your requirements? ______________________________________________
How many people are you honoring? _______________________________________

Why are you honoring them, what is the occasion? ___________________________
Your company or organization: ____________________________________________
Your address: ___________________________________________________________
When is the event or ceremony? ___________________________________________
Do you require a logo on a dial face (Please circle one)?

Yes

No

Do you require engraving on case back (Please circle one)?

Yes

No

Additional requirements: __________________________________________________
What is you budget range? ________________________________________________
Per item ________________________

Total ___________________________

How else may we assist you?______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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